PITTSBURGH IS A **BEER-DRINKING** CITY, AND THAT INCLUDES PLENTY OF OPTIONS FOR CRAFT BREW ENTHUSIASTS.

Nearly every neighborhood has a brewpub ready to serve up a draft or fill a growler, and new and inventive breweries continue to open.

Pittsburgh celebrates its craft beer culture with festivals such as *Fresh Fest*. Can’t decide which breweries to visit? *City Brew Tours Pittsburgh* offers two packages that include behind-the-scenes tours, beer tastings and comfortable, round-trip transportation. Or, sample breweries of your choice with the help of the *Pittsburgh Brewers Guild*, which offers the *Pittsburgh Brewery Guide* containing information about more than 30 brewers and a nifty way to craft your own trail of breweries with an [interactive online map](#).

Beer lovers know the craft beer culture is unique to each city and respective neighborhood, reflecting its identity and history. Before craft brewers dominated the local scene, Pittsburgh had a rich legacy of **regional beers**. Some people may think history is dry, but not for beer connoisseurs! Pittsburgh even has a brewery in a restored Roman Catholic church, the *Church Brew Works*, in the trendy *Lawrenceville* neighborhood. And, be sure to sample the German beers at *Penn Brewery* – the oldest and largest brewery in the city. No matter yours tastes, in Pittsburgh we have the brew for you.